The webinar will begin shortly.
When Racial Equity Gets Real: Moving from Theory to Daily Practice
Webinar Hosts

Marisol Jiménez
Tepeyac Consulting

Tamiko Ambrose Murray
Ambrose Consulting
Moving Beyond Diversity

Diversity = People

Inclusion = Participation

Equity = Power
Framework of Structural Racism and Racial Equity
The Spiral of Popular Education Organizing
Guest Panelists

Nicole Hinebaugh
Bountiful Cities

Greg Walker Wilson
Walker Wilson Consulting
Tell a story about a time when you could see racial equity beginning to take root in your work.
Where do you still struggle and get stuck in centering racial equity in your day-to-day practice?
Describe a moment when structural racism showed up to block your efforts towards change. What have you learned about how change really happens?
THANK YOU!

For more information:

MARISOL@TEPEYACCONSULTING.COM

AMBROSECONSULTINGWNC@GMAIL.COM
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